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QUESTION 1

Where is the XtremIO VSS hardware provider package installed? 

A. On all X-Bricks in the cluster 

B. On the XMS 

C. Factory-installed on the array 

D. On the backup server 

Correct Answer: D 

In order to use the XtremIO VSS provider it must be installed on the server where we want to do an application
consistent snapshot. 

References: http://muegge.com/blog/tag/xtremio/ 

 

QUESTION 2

What is the maximum speed of the Fibre Channel ports on an XtremIO storage controller? 

A. 2 Gb/s 

B. 4 Gb/s 

C. 8 Gb/s 

D. 16 Gb/s 

Correct Answer: C 

Each Storage Controller includes two 8Gb/s Fibre Channel (FC) ports. 

References: Introduction to the EMC XtremIO STORAGE ARRAY (April 2015), page 8 

 

QUESTION 3

A storage administrator wants to re-use some of their XtremIO thin provisioned disks attached to a Microsoft Windows
2012 host. However, the administrator notices that "Quick Format" of the drives is taking a long time to complete. This
has an impact on the overall performance. 

What should be recommended to minimize the performance impact? 

A. Disable the I/O elevator feature on the Windows host while formatting 

B. Temporarily disable the UNMAP feature on the Windows host during formatting 

C. Adjust the execution throttle value on the Windows host 
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D. Change the disk format to thick provisioned 

Correct Answer: B 

It is related to TRIM/UNMAP, which is enabled per default in Server 2012(R2). 

References: https://serverfault.com/questions/679211/quick-format-of-lun-in-server-2012r2-hosted-on-athin-provisioned-
san-vol-take 

 

QUESTION 4

Which actions are initiated when a snapshot is created on an XtremIO array? 

A. Parent object becomes read only and two auxiliary volumes are created 

B. Parent object remains writeable and one auxiliary volume is created 

C. Parent object remains writeable and two auxiliary volumes are created 

D. Parent object becomes read only and one auxiliary volume is created 

Correct Answer: A 

When a copy is created, the volume\\'s existing metadata becomes an "ancestor" entity (parent object) that is shared
between the production volume and the copy. New empty containers are created for subsequent changes to both the
production volume and the virtual copy volume. Therefore, the act of creating a copy is instantaneous and involves no
data or metadata copies. 
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References: https://www.emc.com/collateral/white-paper/h13035-wp-introduction-to-xtremiosnapshots.pdf, pages 18 

 

QUESTION 5

A customer wants to purchase an XtremIO array. After the array is installed, the customer wants to initially disable
encryption. What is the result of enabling encryption on an array that is already being used? 

A. Data will remain in place but the XtremIO cluster services will need to be temporarily shutdown. 

B. Data will remain in place and there will be no interruption to the XtremIO cluster services. 

C. Data will be erased but there will be no interruption to the XtremIO cluster services. 

D. Data will be erased and the XtremIO cluster services will be temporarily shutdown. 

Correct Answer: A 

Disable Encryption and Non-Encrypted Models This version [Ver. 4.0.2-65] allows disabling the Data at Rest Encryption
(DARE), if desired. Disabling and Enabling is done when the cluster is stopped. 
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References: https://samshouseblog.com/2015/12/29/new-features-and-changes-in-xtremio-ver-4-0-2-65/ 
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